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No Asik trade (for now), Budenholzer still happy with Horford, Millsap combination 

By Chris Vivlamore 

The Rockets reportedly called off trade talks involving center Omer Asik Thursday - the team's own self-

imposed deadline. The Rockets had talks with several teams including the Hawks. As I wrote yesterday, a 

person familar with the situation described the Hawks interest as doing their due diligence and were not 

close to completing a trade. Of course, the actual NBA trade deadline is Feb. 20th so there is time for the 

Rockets to move the disgruntled Asik. 

Following Hawks pratice Thursday, I asked coach Mike Budenholzer about playing without a true center 

and the view that Al Hoford and Paul Millsap esstentially play the same position. Here is my question (a 

bit rapid-fire) and his answer. 

AJC: The situation you have here with Paul Millsap and Al Horford essentially being the same type of 

player, is that working the way you thought it would, have you had to make adjustments, do you wish 

you had a true center? 

Budenholzer: I really like the way Paul and Al are working together and playing together. We’ve tried to 

turn their strengths (into positives). You can say that they are similar players and that may be a negative. 

I think it’s a credit to Paul and Al mostly as they have turned something that is perceived as a negative 

and turned it into a positive. They are very versatile. They play off each other well. I think they are 

understanding how to function within the system. I like them. I like playing with them. They are good 

players. The more good players the better and those two guys are really good. That’s what makes 

coaches say ‘It’s not me, it’s them that are doing it.’ I’ve just been really happy that they have figure out 

how to make themselves into positives for each other and how they help each other. Who cares what 

the perception is? Or what people may perceive? I think they play well together. We are fortunate to 

have them. 

 


